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(Mature Young Adult) Kayla is 17, beautiful, smart, and has one of the best friends a girl could ask

for, all that's missing is her dream boyfriend to come and sweep her off her feet. But all is not as it

seems. Kayla is suddenly burdened by unexplainable dreams of running through the woods. Her

reality is unstable and then she meets Jackson, a mysterious and drop dead gorgeous new guy. He

appears to know more about Kayla's past than she does. Kayla is suddenly thrust into a whole new

universe of possibilities that includes more suitors then she could have ever imagined, including

Jackson's player cousin Damien. Within this alien world, Kayla finds one truth, sometimes to find the

answers to your problem all one has to do is Shift.
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For those readers who are wary of reading a book categorized as supernatural or fantasy, this book

is a great introduction into that genre without scaring you off. The book follows Kayla, a "normal"

teenager, on her journey as she learns of her true identity. There are two guys, Jackson and

Damien, that help her adjust to the new revelations of who she is and what she means to a world



she never knew existed. Thus giving you a classic love triangle, with a little twist, that had me

secretly vying for one guy (Jackson) and still loving the other at the same time (Damien). It's a great,

fun read that leaves you with a satisfying ending!

I really enjoyed this book. Too bad Kayla didn't know about her history. But I'm sure that finding out

about it was enjoying with Jackson and Damien being her tutor. I'm glad they stayed friends

throughout. I thought Damien would be a problem at first. But he proved me wrong, as a matter of

fact, I thought they all handled the situation very maturely. Ive read all three books and wondering if

there will be a forth one. Keep writing. Mkh

I like this take on shifters. The dialogue between Kayla and Jackson is witty. I did think there should

have been more detail focused on the parents and what made Kayla unique for her kind. Especially

after the blood lines were explained because it made no sense why she was special and her

parents were not. At least one of her parents since, she inherited their unique and sought after

bloodline.The book could have given more character detail and background. All in all, it's a good

read.A+ for it being one complete book. That seems to be a rarity these days.

While I enjoyed the story my issues were mainly with the language in the writing. The characters

"chirp" and "squeak" more than actually saying anything. Therefore my impression of Kayla and her

best friend were more of high pitch, annoying squawkish teens.The story itself is not bad if you are

looking for something entertaining. I did enjoy her relationships with Damien and Jackson. For those

of you who are offended by a young woman exploring her options then I suggest you do not read

this book. It is not overly sexual but she does explore her feelings for two boys. Mind you, when all

of this is going on she is not dating either one of them. So despite the fact that I have seen others

term Kayla as "loose," I would disagree.Additionally, she is going through a pivotal time in her life,

discovering her true identity and origins. The premise for the story and overall theme is really

interesting. If you are looking for a quick, fun and interesting book that isn't too heavy and

complicated with a couple of attractive boys, then I would suggest this one.

OMG i loved this book, the story was so great I couldn't put it down! That Jackson made me want to

strangle him so many times with the teasing and pushing Kayla away!! And was so scary when that

man kidnapped her omg I freaked out but totally blew my mine when Kayla shifted to that Dragon

whoaaaa, I would totally read more of this author's work, so detailed and so mine blowingly great! 5



stars

I have never written a review before, but when I looked up this series (immediately after i finished

the first book) to find the second book I saw that the author might not publish the second book. I

was devastated! I NEED to read the second book. I'm writing this review for Sarah Carter to let her

know i support her 100% and will definitely read the second book WHEN it comes out (not if, *hint,

hint*). This was unlike any other book I've read. Sure there are paranormal books but this book has

a very unique concept. I fell in love with Jackson's character and wanted to slap Kayla's character

every time she pushed him away, haha. I just want to say its a wonderful book and, if you are

reading this Sarah, PUBLISH THE SECOND BOOK!!!! You are an amazing author and you

shouldn't listen to all the bad reviews because this book was amazing! Your true fans will read any

book you publish, especially me! Can't wait for the second book!

This book is so entertaining, and interesting. I found myself laughing constantly. The love triangle

between Kayla, Jackson, and Damien is nothing like the traditional Bella-Edward-Jacob triangle.

The tension between the characters is hilarious, and I couldn't seem to put the book down. I would

definitely recommend this book to anyone who enjoys romance and shifter novels. The price is

definitely worth buying this book. I would've bought this at full price.

Maybe for some people this books is for teanegers but I did like it very much. It's so funny and

flirthy. Love Kaylas personality and I didn't know wich of the guys was best cause I fell in love with

both. I can't wait for Shiftless.
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